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Chapter 1831 - Shi... Senior 

After Wang Family’s people were targeted, their fine hairs all stood on end, their bodies going taut. It 

was as if they were herbivores who were suddenly targeted by a vicious beast in a forest. There was a 

type of instinctual trembling feeling that directly covered their entire body. 

They all knew that this was a human form vicious beast, moreover a matchless great vicious being! 

Previously the feeling Wang Shi gave everyone was one of outstanding temperament. When he didn’t 

display power, he was gentle like spring winds, but once he released a bit of killing intent, he would 

become a great vicious existence. 

However, compared to the current Shi Hao, many people felt like Wang Shi’s power wasn’t much, just 

like a meek family cat. 

It was just too terrifying! 

Wang Family’s people were all horrified, unable to help but back up. This was especially the case with 

Wang Lan, his face deathly pale, body couldn’t help but shake uncontrollably, about to bow down. 

Wang Xi didn’t feel all that great either, as if there was a mountain crushing down on her, even 

breathing was difficult, feeling an urge to bow down to this person. 

As for Wang Shi, it was as if he was facing a great enemy, his body also going against his will, producing 

an extremely bad feeling. Even though a vicious beast was powerful, right now, he was facing a beast 

king. 

As for the others, they had long become shaken, becoming like statues, bodies completely rigid. 

That was Wang Wu we were talking about! Yet he was suppressed just like that. 

Meanwhile, Wind Clan’s inheritor, he couldn’t even utter a word before he was crushed to a bloody 

mist. Just what kind of power was this, what kind of divine might? 

That Jin Zhan was known as the Pride of Heaven of a generation, having the qualifications to become the 

younger generation’s leader, yet with just a flick of a finger, a streak of sword energy removed his head. 

This type of power, this type of battle accomplishment wasn’t a normal type of intimidating, but rather a 

great terror! 

All those who were cultivators couldn’t help but feel alarmed. This was a youngster, yet his strength... 

was ridiculously high, far exceeding normal reasoning! 

“It’s him... it’s actually him!” Jin Zhan wanted to shout out, but he could only spit out bloody suds. There 

was only a head left, suppressed on the spot. 

Forget about speaking, he couldn’t even release any divine will fluctuations, completely restricted in the 

void. 



Jin Zhan was just too horrified, not expecting that it was Huang no matter what, that it was actually that 

person, that he could still appear. This was someone who was already deemed ruined bones by them, 

yet he actually became a supreme being? 

He wanted to roar out. This was something he couldn’t accept. His entire body had a type of powerless 

feeling. 

Back then, he was precisely struck down from the nine heavens straight to hell by Shi Hao, losing the 

right to command the same generation, losing his exceptional brilliance. 

Today, it was the same. His cultivation made great progress, coming out of seclusion, hurrying to the 

broken Xumi Mountain, wishing to rise up today and dominate the world. However, who would have 

thought that he would encounter the same person, suffer another miserable defeat? 

This time, it was even more terrifying, just a single streak of sword energy was already enough to 

remove his head, while he was completely powerless to retaliate. 

Jin Zhan was unwilling, veins popping on his forehead. In his life, the most crucial two battles were with 

the same person, the result the same. 

This made him want to vomit blood, full of anger. If it wasn’t for this Huang, he wouldn’t feel fear no 

matter who he faced, able to fight a glorious battle that could definitely shake the world. 

The end result was just this pitiful, this life of his just this pitiful, forever within Huang’s shadow. He was 

completely suppressed, powerless to do anything. 

“You... cannot bully the small as the great!” Wang Lan spoke up, gathering his courage, showing 

strength while weak inside. 

When Shi Hao heard this, he stared blankly for a moment, and then he laughed. 

Wang Shi was still rather calm, at the very least, he didn’t seem flustered on the surface, his courage and 

insight quite impressive, having his own bearing. 

He took a deep breath, walking forward and also speaking up, saying, “Does senior have a grudge with 

us? Why is there a need to take such fierce actions?” 

He gave Jin Zhan a look, and then looked at the bloody mist Wind Clan’s inheritor turned into. 

He wasn’t that nervous towards his brother Wang Wu’s suppression, nor did he panic. His mentality was 

trained well, voice still calm. 

“Does she have a grudge with you all?” Shi Hao pointed at the Lunar Jade Rabbit. 

Everyone became stunned. What kind of relationship did this person have with the Lunar Jade Rabbit, 

actually acting in her place. 

“Many thanks to senior!” The Lunar Jade Rabbit laughed in a sweet manner, her teeth sparkling, and 

then muttering, “Wang Family’s people are too hateful, senior, please uphold public justice, remove 

their cultivation.” 



There were some people whose expressions immediately changed upon hearing this. This rabbit really 

was vicious enough, those who were related to Wang Family all felt their bodies go cold. 

“Not a problem.” Shi Hao said with a smile. 

When Wang Shi heard Shi Hao’s words, he no longer continued the topic of whether there were any 

grudges. He released a sigh, knowing that there was no way to mediate the situation. Things became 

much more troublesome. n-/O𝑣𝗲𝗅𝐁1n 

His fifth brother said so much, even mentioning their father, yet it was completely useless! 

Right now, Shi Hao raised his hand, grabbing towards Wang Family’s people, slow, but powerful. His 

palm covered the sky dome, simply impossible to resist. 

“Please wait, senior, I cannot accept this result!” Wang Shi’s eyes erupted with radiance, shouting like 

this, stopping Shi Hao from acting viciously. 

“What is there not to accept?” Shi Hao asked, his voice extremely easygoing and calm. 

“You are a supreme being, do you dare give me a chance, fight at the same battle? I, Wang Shi, can 

dominate the world, never fearing a fight. I only wish for a fair battle!” Wang Shi shouted. 

At this point, he didn’t back up, only able to speak like this. 

When Shi Hao heard this, he revealed a strange expression. He was called a senior by Wang Shi, 

moreover asked to fight a battle at the same level, leaving him a bit shocked. 

“Fine, I will give a younger generation like you a chance.” Shi Hao said with a laugh, making others feel 

rather strange. 

In reality, how could he be considered a senior? Wang Shi calling him this made him feel rather amused. 

If the other party knew about his identity, what kind of expression would he have? 

With a hong noise, Wang Shi erupted with power, his aura surging, covering heaven and earth, engulfing 

the sun, moon, and stars. 

Wang Family’s Nine Dragons, the later ones were the most powerful! 

The entire world knew that Wang Jiu was the most powerful of the Nine Dragons, some suspecting that 

he might even have already reached the Supreme Being Realm! 

Now that Wang Shi appeared, everyone was stunned that there was a tenth dragon. This was Immortal 

Wang’s son, an heir left behind to escape the disaster of the Nine Heavens being destroyed. 

Only after being certain that the other side was stopped, did Wang Shi appear. 

There was news going around that his aptitude exceeded the other nine dragons, possessing an 

unmatched immortal bone, that he would definitely achieve immortality in the future! 

However, this was also just his aptitude. Even though he was formidable, his age was still far less than 

the other nine dragons, always sealed. 

Now that he appeared, his real age was actually not that great. 



Wang Shi was at the Self Release Realm, his cultivation length not that long. However, his aptitude was 

definitely exceptional. If he entered Immortal Domain, he would definitely achieve immortality! 

“Senior, please!” Wang Shi said. 

His expression was serious, his method was... the Chaos Calming Art! 

He didn’t hold back at all, immediately using his clan’s greatest divine ability. This was the unmatched 

sword art that had quelled a great invasion! 

Chi! 

Between his brows, a black sword core appeared, rushing out from his skull. It then turned into a streak 

of black light, cutting through heaven and earth’s eternity, accompanied by time fragments, instantly 

arriving. 

“Since you called me senior, I won’t bully the small as the great, I’ll give you a chance.” Shi Hao revealed 

a strange smile. 

Everyone felt like this supreme being’s smile was too strange. 

Shi Hao suppressed his cultivation, he had just that much confidence in himself. He believed himself to 

be unmatched. Moreover, he already reached the Supreme Being Realm, his insight, comprehension, 

and others already made incomparable advancements. 

Who could stop him? 

When facing the Chaos Calming Art, Shi Hao didn’t use any extreme precious techniques, only forming a 

seal in the void, simple and without decorations. A pestle appeared, formed from symbols, dark in color. 

This was the broken Xumi Mountain, the holy land of the ancient monk bloodline. He decided to try 

something out, producing a monk treasure! 

However, its divine might was world-shocking! 

It was as if the ancient monk bloodline’s most powerful golden body achiever held a precious pestle, 

wishing to exorcise demons, power matchless, divine appearance dignified. Endless light erupted. 

Peng! 

The precious pestle was simple and unadorned, dark black in color. It directly smashed into that sword 

core condensed from a primordial spirit, leaving Wang Shi’s body greatly shaken, expression pale like 

snow, blood flowing out from the corners of his lips. 

One could see cracks appear on that black primordial spirit, not a match for that precious pestle. 

Everyone was shocked. The precious pestle was pitch-black, truly sturdy and unbreaking. Even Wang 

Family’s unstoppable Chaos Calming Art wasn’t a match? 

This was too terrifying! 

Everyone could sense that this person didn’t exert any supreme being energy, everything he used within 

the realm of self release, but it was still just that incomparably powerful! 



The primordial spirit sword core broke apart, turning into streak after streak of light, quickly leaving, 

entering Wang Shi’s forehead. His body shook, complexion snow-white, lacking color. 

He suffered serious injuries. The primordial spirit attack didn’t succeed, his body instead suffering from a 

rebound. A single mishap and the user of this ability might die, his condition critical. 

Wang Shi was the one known as the number one heaven warping hero, his talent too formidable, but 

today, he was defeated just like this! 

On the broken Xumi Mountain, how could the others not be shocked? 

“Heh, a supreme being like you, even if you suppressed your cultivation, it still isn’t something a Self 

Release Realm cultivator could compare with. Do you feel good about yourself, bullying the weak as the 

strong?” 

Suddenly, a cold voice sounded. A gray-haired person appeared, his face still rather young, as if he was 

in his thirties. 

“Brother Eight!” Wang Shi spoke out, continuously coughing out blood. 

Everyone was stunned. Wang Family’s eighth dragon came, the number two of the Nine Dragons. 

However, even if he came, so what? Could he stop a supreme being? He was clearly not a match! 

“There is no need to worry. Since I dare make an appearance, there is naturally nothing to fear. Who has 

my Wang Family feared in all these years, how many in this world dare bully us? He is a senior, but he is 

taking action without any regard for his own status, for this, he will pay the price of blood!” Wang 

Family’s eighth dragon said. 

Moreover, he produced a bone mirror, saying, “Let me take a look, see just who exactly you are.” 

That mirror shone, becoming like a sun, burning heaven and earth. It triggered waves of true buddha 

aura on this broken Xumi Mountain, all illusions scattered. 

There was a youngster before him, not stopping this. He instead had a faint smile on his face, revealing 

his true appearance. 

“What, you...” Wang Family’s eighth dragon immediately almost let go of the bone mirror, his body 

swaying, emotions surging powerfully. 

“Ah!” Qing Yi, who wasn’t far off, cried out in alarm. Originally, she was extremely quiet and reserved, 

but now, she was completely stupefied. 

“Heavens!” The Heavenly Horned Ant called out excitedly. 

Wang Shi’s eyes immediately widened. He was first stupefied, and then he was shocked. Then, he 

almost coughed out large mouthfuls of blood. This was the so-called... senior he uttered? 

Chapter 1832 - Just Like the Past 

Wang Shi vomited blood once more, not from blood, but rather completely from anger! 



When he saw who this person was, his expression fluctuated from green to white, coughing out blood 

from his mouth. Raging flames surged within his chest, rushing straight to his head, leaving him so angry 

his entire body was shaking. 

Who was this? That figure and appearance was all too familiar! 

Even though he never saw his true self, Wang Shi had seen his portrait before. As a member of Wang 

Family, how could he have not heard about Huang? 

“It’s you... it’s actually you?!” Wang Shi screamed out, his skin feeling like it was burning. He felt 

humiliation, but also anger, unable to help but roar out. 

He felt like it was just too humiliating this time. Previously, he even called this person senior to ease the 

tension, no wonder this person had such a strange smile on his face back then. 

Now, everything made sense. It was because he was Huang, laughing at Wang Shi. This was why when 

he heard the word senior, his smile became strange, moreover immediately agreeing to his request. 

Wang Shi flew into a rage out of humiliation, never feeling as ashamed as today. He was the glorious 

Wang Shi, someone who dominated the world, not defeated in the last thirty years, invincible, 

unstoppable under the supreme being level! 

He was called a True Dragon among Wang Family’s dragons, someone destined to achieve immortality, 

his aptitude known to be unmatched and incomparable. 

Many people felt that he was most likely unmatched under the heavens in his generation! 

This was especially the case with the clans Wang Family was close to, all of them calling him ‘Unmatched 

Wang’, or perhaps calling him Wang Family’s Little Immortal King, yet in the end... today’s events were 

too humiliating. 

Wang Shi actually bowed down to the family’s enemy. When he received the opportunity to fight at the 

same level, he even received that senior’s lesson, ultimately suffering a great defeat in the Self Release 

Realm. 

This was already said and done, but the one who did all of this... was actually Huang! 

“Ah ah ah...” Wang Shi screamed out again, moreover spraying blood out of his mouth. This feeling of 

humiliation made him feel as if his chest was struck by thunder, impossible to bear. 

This was clearly someone of the same generation, their cultivation period similar, yet he was subdued by 

this person, beaten down by a precious pestle, shattering his sword core! 

Wang Shi was defeated in the same generation, this person moreover being Wang Family’s mortal 

enemy, to top it all off, he even called this person a senior, wishing for a fight at the same level. 

He had never experienced such a setback before. He felt like he was swindled by another, and then he 

even helped the swindler count the money. 

How could Wang Shi not wish to vomit? 



“Brother Ten, calm down. The reason you lost is because he has long obtained a supreme being body. 

Even with his cultivation suppressed, it isn’t something a Self Release Realm cultivator can compare 

with. It isn’t that you aren’t a match, but rather because of the situation. This isn’t fair, there is definitely 

no one in the Self Release Realm who can match him!” Wang Family’s eighth dragon advised. 

In reality, he was even more shocked than Wang Shi, even more horrified. How could it be this 

youngster? He really found this hard to understand, immediately afterwards wishing he could 

immediately slap this person to death, strike him down! 

This was Huang! Just how many years did he cultivate? Moreover, wasn’t he crippled by a ruined 

immortal? Back then, he really did stir up quite the chaos, these were things everyone in the world was 

aware of. 

Everyone thought that he had already been crippled, now an ordinary elder in his later years, never 

having the chance to return and stir up chaos in the Nine Heavens again. 

However, this Huang gave all of them a ‘pleasant surprise’. It was just like how he was back then, always 

going against adversity, creating miracles! 

He established another miracle, but this time, the miracle really was impossible to bear. At the very 

least, Wang Family’s people were going crazy. 

Hou! 

When Wang Shi heard his brother’s words, not only did he not calm down, he instead felt even more 

humiliated. Their cultivation period was similar, also of the same generation, and he was even known to 

be someone with outstanding aptitude, but in the end, it was still Wang Family’s enemy who achieved 

the dao a step before him! 

In all these years, he had been surrounded in divine halos, admired by people of this world. Meanwhile, 

Huang had always been seen as a cripple, exiled to the barren lands of the lower realm, unable to 

cultivate the dao anymore. 

Yet in the end, reality struck him in the face just like that! 

That cripple directly rushed into the heavens, a fish leaping through the nine heavens. In just a few 

decades, he achieved the dao, shattering the legends, exceeding all history, golden radiance brilliant, 

high up above! 

Meanwhile, Wang Shi was just that laughable. A heaven warping genius, exceptional and unmatched, 

ended up being the stepping stone of another. 

How could he be willing to accept this? 

“Ah ah ah...” The Lunar Jade Rabbit was shouting, jumping high into the air, pulling at the ‘rabbit dog’ 

ears, extremely excited, rushing towards Shi Hao. 

The little dog was furious to the point of baring its fangs. Its ears were pulled to the point of almost 

being torn off, and then he was even directly thrown to the ground by that little girl. 



The Lunar Jade Rabbit rushed out, screaming, “You scoundrel, you were perfectly fine, yet you made all 

of us worry!” 

“Shi Hao!” The Heavenly Horned Ant also flew over, his head of golden hair dancing about, becoming 

incredibly excited. He immediately rushed over, blood boiling, full of excitement. 

The corners of Chang Gongyan’s eyes were also slightly moist, his past life and death brother was fine, 

this was better than any news. He left afterimages behind him, quickly rushing over. 

“Haha...” Tuogu Yulong roared with laughter, feeling incredibly carefree. He really never thought that 

there would still be today, able to meet the incomparably powerful Huang! 

“Aiya, a miracle!” Wei Family’s remaining two phoenixes were both screaming, truly unable to believe it. 

In the past, when they faced enemies together in Desolate Border, that glorious and heroic Little Stone 

actually returned alive. 

“How could it be him?!” Many people were shocked, dumbstruck. No matter what, they never expected 

to see this scene! 

Huang defied the heavens, returning, turning from the rumored crippled body to a dao achieved 

supreme being, overlooking the Nine Heavens, once again dominating the world! 

This made many people tremble. Wind Clan, Jin Clan, Wang Family, and the others who were still alive 

here all felt their fine hairs stand on end, truly horrified. 

Heavens! Many people were screaming internally. This youngster was just too fiendish, how could he 

still be alive, moreover becoming a supreme being? This was too terrifying! 

“I just knew that he never took the normal path, there would always be unexpected things. Sure 

enough, he has appeared again!” Sky Severing Sect witch’s words voiced many people’s thoughts. 

... 

In that instant, this place erupted, everyone screaming, roaring, mumbling, this place becoming noisy, 

hubbub with voices. 

Shi Hao’s appearance was outside everyone’s expectations, there wasn’t a single person who wasn’t 

shocked. 

Tears hung from the corners of Qing Yi’s eyes. She saw that person, just like before, everything still 

before her eyes, that figure still there. 

After being separated for thirty years, time vanishing like smoke, it all flashed by in an instant. 

When they separated back then, the two didn’t meet again. When their souls merged, the lower realm’s 

gates had already closed, they couldn’t even head down through the Void God Realm. 

Qing Yi smiled, carrying tears. Her dao heart hadn’t been shaken for many years, but now, she felt 

warmth again, emotions rising and falling. 

She was already no longer Qing Yi, the past cheers and laughter, the past bitterness and sourness, the 

various experiences should have long disappeared, unrelated to her. 



She was already Heaven Mending Sect’s fairy, saw her true self, severing away all of her past mortal 

relations, only seeking the immortal dao. 

However, why was her spirit shaken now, feeling a sense of fulfillment, trembling slightly? There was a 

wave of gentle feeling that made her want to walk over. Before she could control herself, her feet were 

already moving. 

Correct, that was Qing Yi. She sighed. When the two souls merged, she found her true self, ought to 

sever her mortal ties, the past just left as the past. However, when this person appeared before her 

eyes, she was still moved. 

In a corner of her heart, that place was extremely soft, still carrying thoughts, still carrying emotions, still 

a voice calling; he returned, he finally returned, his style just like the past! 

Ah... 

In the void, Jin Zhan’s head was now no longer restricted. He could now scream out, and thus, he 

roared. 

He knew before everyone else who this person was, but he was restricted all this time, unable to speak, 

unable to even release his divine will. 

Now, there was a chance, so he roared out, venting his inner fretfulness, fear, uneasiness, as well as his 

endless confusion. 

Huang, how are you still alive? Moreover, how did you become a supreme being?! This was what Jin 

Zhan wanted to roar out the most. Previously, he even ridiculed the other party for not being able to 

appear again in this generation, saying that he was going to fade from the ranks, declining in the lower 

realms. 

However, reality was instead just this cruel, leaving him with an incredibly ironic situation. It was still 

Huang, his unmatched manner was still there, just like before, able to suppress him with just a raise of 

his hand. 

In his entire life, the two most important battles were lost to the same person -- Huang. His fate 

changed because of the Little Stone. This was his greatest misfortune! 

“Shi Hao!” 

A group of people rushed over, all of them laughing and smiling, some of them carrying moisture in their 

eyes, tears. It was just too much of a surprise, they were too moved. Their old friend was still alive, 

moreover achieved the dao! 

“During these thirty years, the lower realms were sealed. We couldn’t see you even if we wanted to!” 

Someone said. 

During these years, they couldn’t head down the Void God Realm path, it was sealed up. They 

completely lost connection with Shi Hao. The past separation, after Void God Realm’s great barbecue 

meeting, seemed to almost be an eternal one. n𝓸𝐕𝓮-𝓵𝔟-1n 

In their final memory, Huang was still carefree. Even though he was crippled, he was still smiling. 



Now, they were also smiling, no longer feeling worry, instead laughing from deep within. 

Haha... 

Right at this time, a daoist priest laughed in a vulgar manner, rushing forward. His body underwent a 

change, becoming a little fatty. It was precisely Cao Yusheng, he also revealed himself, showing his true 

self. 

“Fatty Cao!” A few people were shocked, and then they laughed, pinching his round chubby face 

together. 

Suddenly, everyone realized what was going on. The one Fatty Cao followed a few days ago with a little 

dog was precisely Huang, it was him who beat Wang Da miserably, moreover captured him. 

Immediately afterwards, more people shouted. These were people who were close to Wang Family and 

Jin Family, they couldn’t help but feel fear. It was because along the way, they heard that there was 

disorder in Jin Family, this... was also done by Huang?! 

Chapter 1833 - Immortal Wang Appears 

Most people were completely unaware that something huge already happened in the Nine Heavens 

above. Currently, there was only a small portion of people who heard that someone had slaughtered 

their way into Jin Family! 

“Jin Family’s matters were... because of Huang!” Someone said with a trembling voice. When this reality 

was cleared up, his body even began to tremble slightly. 

This was a huge matter. He actually dared attack a long life family, moreover even succeeded! The fact 

that Huang was still standing here proved everything! 

He didn’t suffer from any injuries, returning calmly, while Jin Family had long been thrown into chaos, 

tossed and turned. Currently, the various long life families all went to investigate. 

“What are you talking about?” Many people naturally didn’t understand. It was because they were 

completely unaware that this type of horrifying thing happened. 

“Jin Family was previously attacked by someone, their great formations broken through, sword energy 

reaching into the heavens within the long life family. There was a blood flowing great event!” Someone 

said. 

That person was extremely cautious, and also extremely perplexed. These were things he had heard 

along the way, and he was only making associations based on what he was seeing here, still not 

completely sure that it was done by Huang. 

Despite this being the case, many people still shivered in coldness, looking towards that youngster, 

feeling waves of suffocating pressure. 

Huang, was this really him? He was this terrifying, was he going to break through the heavens today? He 

even dared to attack Jin Family! 



“Shi Hao, was it really done by you?” On this side, the Heavenly Horned Ant, Tuogu Yulong and others 

naturally heard what was said as well, immediately becoming shocked. This... if they thought about it in 

detail, it really was his style! 

Fatty Cao spoke up, laughing and saying, “Haha, of course it was us! We slaughtered until the heavens 

collapsed and earth split. You all didn’t see just how heroic that scene was when we charged into Jin 

Family’s old nest.” 

He was someone with extremely thick skin, his hands moving all over the place as he explained, as if his 

body and mind sank into a state of battle, full of smiles and excitement. 

However, he was only a bystander! 

Everyone knew his natural disposition, so when they heard this, they all rolled their eyes, the Lunar Jade 

Rabbit even more so directly twisting his ears, saying, “You only watched everything happen, right? 

Nothing more than a bystander.” 

“Let go!” Fatty Cao screamed. 

“Little fella, whose family are you from? Come, let uncle see how you’ve grown!” The Heavenly Horned 

Ant released a strange laugh, pinching Fatty Cao’s little face. 

Right now, Fatty Cao looked like he was seven or eight years old, recovering his youth, chubby and 

round. When his little face was pinched, he bared his teeth, but when faced with this extreme strength 

individual, in terms of pure physical strength, he couldn’t struggle free. 

“You... have you been doing well? Why did you end up coming here after all these years?” Qing Yi 

walked over, looking towards Shi Hao, her eyes carrying mist. During these years, she remained 

untainted by the flames of the secular world, as if she was going to completely cut off the connection 

between herself and worldly affairs. 

However now, her emotions were rising and falling, unable to calm down all this time. She finally saw 

that person again. 

Right now, without a doubt, she was Qing Yi, and not Yue Chan. 

Shi Hao nodded. When faced with these old friends, when faced with Qing Yi, his emotions also surged. 

When he saw everyone’s true emotions surge, even though he had already become a supreme being, 

standing high up above, he still couldn’t calm down. 

However, no matter how many words he had to say, now wasn’t the time, because Wang Family’s 

eighth dragon was right there, someone he needed to get rid of. 

Wang Family’s eighth dragon was clearly not a supreme being, yet he dared show himself here, this 

meant that he had something he could rely on. This wasn’t only because he came impulsively to save 

Wang Shi. 

Shi Hao walked over. At this time, Wang Family’s people also finally snapped out of their daze. 

Wang Family’s Old Eight’s emotions were complicated as well. He really didn’t dare believe that this was 

the past Huang, this brat already surpassing him, becoming the world’s youngest supreme being! 



He broke a legend, reconstructing history! 

“It truly exceeds my expectations. Back then, we should have gotten rid of him regardless of the 

consequences!” Wang Family’s eighth dragon sighed inwardly. However, it was too late no matter what 

was said. 

However, when they thought about it closely, it wasn’t that they didn’t take action, but that he was 

stopped by Meng Tianzheng, so they couldn’t kill him even if they wanted to. 

“Jin Family’s matters, was it done by you?” Wang Family’s eighth dragon asked. His face was still rather 

young, a head of gray hair behind him. He looked like he was at the prime of his life, currently at his 

peak. 

“It was.” Shi Hao gave a simple reply, only uttering these two words. 

Hong! 

At this time, the world immediately became full of endless noise, becoming like boiling water. 

Speculation was one thing, but reality was another. Everyone couldn’t help but become horrified. 

Just how strong was Huang? He was able to do even this type of thing! 

That was Jin Family we were talking about, a long life family, yet he barged straight through their 

mountain gate? It was rumored that Jin Taijun was even injured, pursued by someone along the way, 

fleeing into the clan. 

“Huang... what exactly did you do to my clan?” Jin Zhan shouted. He had roughly heard about what 

happened along the way, but wasn’t aware of the details. 

At this time, when he heard everyone’s discussions, he learned that his Jin Family’s old ancestor’s 

condition was critical. 

“You can just go on your way.” Shi Hao said calmly. With a point of his finger, a streak of divine light shot 

out, the radiance as if a great sun illuminated the heavens, surrounding that place. With a peng sound, 

Jin Zhan’s head turned into ashes. 

This place immediately became quiet, everyone holding their breath. 

Huang already achieved the dao. Even though he had only cultivated for a few decades, he was already 

someone at the level of Immortal Wang and Jin Taijun, high up above, one of the few supreme beings. 

When those individuals understood this point, none of them dared to speak randomly anymore, all of 

them filled with incomparable respect towards him. 

Jin Zhan really was extremely strong, but just this casual attack from Huang already ended his life! 

“I really am quite curious as to what kind of methods you have to dare appear before me.” Shi Hao 

looked towards Wang Family’s eighth dragon. 

While speaking, he raised his hand, not wishing to waste any time, directly trying to suppress Wang 

Family’s Old Eight. 



“Dao friend, aren’t you just looking down on the people of this world a bit too much?!” Wang Family’s 

eighth dragon said, his eyes carrying chilly light, not carrying any fear. 

“Your Brother Ten called me his senior, you aren’t going to follow suit?” A faint smile hung from Shi 

Hao’s face. 

Moreover, his hand moved through the void, grabbing outwards, releasing great rumbling noises. One 

could see that between his palm and fingers, the sun and moon swirled, specks of stellar light flickering 

about. 

These were irregular signs, as well as the true embodiment of power! 

At this point, Huang’s casual strike was definitely enough to cover the sky dome, cut down the star 

domain. It was just this powerful. 

“Then you can see for yourself! Who in this world dares bully my Wang Family?!” Right at this time, with 

a huala noise, Wang Family’s eighth dragon shook a picture scroll, making it unfold in the void. 

The ancient scroll was mottled with colors. When it was revealed, its true appearance was exposed. 

Inside was someone who was extremely young, as if sixteen or seventeen years of age, red lips and 

white teeth, features delicate. 

“Immortal Wang!” 

Shi Hao revealed an expression of shock. The one who was drawn was actually Immortal Wang. 

“You think that a scroll is enough to stop me?” 

“We’re leaving!” Wang Family’s eighth dragon picked up Wang Shi and immediately ran, quickly 

withdrawing. It was because supreme being aura pervaded here, intimidating everyone. 

Everyone else also trembled in fear, staggering backwards, the expressions on their faces pale, lacking 

color. 

“Dao friend, is there a reason to do this? Where it is possible, one should let people off, spare them.” 

The one in the painting spoke. It contained the vitality of Immortal Wang’s true body! n𝑜𝐯𝓔(𝐋𝗯(1n 

“No wonder. Is this equivalent to one of Immortal Wang’s incarnations?” Shi Hao said. 

Chi! 

Shi Hao walked forward, auspicious multicolored light erupting from his body, raging flames surging. 

These were True Phoenix flames, burning heaven and earth, about to turn that painting scroll into ashes. 

Hmph! 

The one in the scroll released a cold snort. When his eyes opened and closed, divine radiance shot out. 

The one in the painting actually moved, the entire scroll as if having life. The paper disappeared, only a 

person remaining. 

Dong! 



Heaven and earth erupted. That youngster seemed harmless, but when he displayed might, radiance 

flashing between his eyes, a pitch-black sword core appeared, directly hacking towards Shi Hao. 

This was an imprint left behind by Immortal Wang. It took human form, directly displaying the most 

powerful divine ability, using the Chaos Calming Art! 

It was immediately a life and death decisive blow, displaying this matchless sword art! 

Chapter 1834 - Supreme Being Battle 

Chaos Calming Art! n𝗼𝗏𝔢.𝓵𝔟-1n 

This technique’s power was incomparable, known to be a matchless mysterious method. It was also a 

scripture that Shi Hao had always wanted all these years, something he always thought about. 

If he obtained this method, then he could temper his primordial spirit, make it sturdy and unbreaking, 

match the Imperishable Scripture. At that time, he would become sturdy both inside and out, his body 

and spirit reaching their most powerful state! 

Qiang! 

Shi Hao faced the attack, making his move. Around his body, scarlet divine chains appeared one after 

another like feathers, releasing kengqiang noises, binding around the black sword core. 

In reality, these were made from feathers. He was using the True Phoenix Precious Technique, an 

incomparable great divine ability! 

The scarlet red feathers rushed out from his body, turning into chains of order, binding the sword core 

in place, completely refining it away. 

“Hurry and leave!” 

In the distance, Wang Family’s eighth dragon brought Wang Shi and the others away, tearing through 

the void, about to escape. 

However, a divine chain swept over, bright red like blood, scarlet multicolored light overflowing into the 

heavens, immediately cutting off their path. With a pu sound, Wang Family’s Old Eight coughed out 

blood. 

It was because he smashed into that scarlet divine chain, suffering from supreme being might, resulting 

in injuries. 

Wang Family’s Nine Dragons, the larger the number, the more powerful. It was rumored that the ninth 

dragon might already be a supreme being, while the eighth dragon was incredibly close, already could 

be considered a half supreme being. However, right now, he still suffered a serious blow! 

Even though Shi Hao was facing the imprint from the scroll, he had always been targeted by these Wang 

Family people, so he didn’t want to let them go at all. 

“If you dare move, I will kill you without exception!” Shi Hao intimidated. 



At the same time, his scarlet feathers clashed intensely with Immortal Wang, extremely intense, sword 

energy rushing into the heavens, feathers releasing fiery red light, burning down heaven and earth. 

Even though this wasn’t Immortal Wang’s true body, Shi Hao didn’t dare show the slightest bit of 

carelessness. After all, this was a well-known expert who had achieved the dao a long time ago, his 

magical force exceptional. 

At the very least, the other party had cultivated for a really long time, long close to the realm of 

immortality, just a hair away. 

If not for the world not permitting it, Immortal Wang would have long been an existence on a different 

level. 

Even though Shi Hao was stunning, he only cultivated for a few dozen years, barely entering this 

domain. He was still a newcomer! 

In this great era, just how many people reached this level in total, and how many were still alive? It was 

just too rarely seen. The creatures who reached this step, just how much stronger can one be than the 

other? They were all truly exceptional! 

Shi Hao was incredibly serious. Even when the one he faced wasn’t the other party’s true body, he still 

went all out. 

From a certain perspective, the current Immortal Wang might very well be a king among supreme 

beings! 

Ever since Meng Tianzheng disappeared, perhaps only Immortal Wang had the qualifications to call 

himself number one among the supreme beings! 

Qiang! 

Suddenly, the plume feathers around Shi Hao’s body disappeared, scarlet multicolored radiance 

completely restrained. 

However, a wave of even more ferocious killing intent surged. This was sword energy. He was using the 

Grass Symbol Sword Art to face the Chaos Calming Art! 

Three of the ancient three great sword arts, two of them were now facing each other! 

Qiang! 

Sword energy surged endlessly, killing intent overflowing into the heavens! 

This was a world-shocking great battle that exceeded their imaginations. Everyone backed up, staying 

far away from the broken Xumi Mountain, or else all of them would be crushed into powder under a 

single blade. 

This was a supreme being great battle, one that was incomparable! 

Apart from this, regardless of whether it was Shi Hao or Immortal Wang, they both deliberately 

restrained their power. They rose into the heavens, not willing to let their battle affect the others, 

because there were friends and descendants here. 



In the void, sword energy was like light rainbows, appearing in thousands to tens of thousands of 

streaks, continuously hacking about, interweaving between the two, forming imperishable radiance! 

This was a great battle between supreme beings! 

Hou! 

Shi Hao was fighting to his heart’s content, a roar released from his mouth. All types of precious 

techniques appeared, wishing to kill Immortal Wang. His divine force surged, becoming more and more 

powerful and terrifying. 

This made many people’s hearts shiver in coldness! 

This was especially the case with Wang Family, their expression even more so completely changing. 

The main reason was because this wasn’t truly Immortal Wang, just an imprint. Now, it couldn’t hold on 

anymore. 

With a weng noise, the void shook intensely. Immortal Wang was struck flying, instantly entering the 

picture scroll, and then flying away. In addition, it immediately wrapped around Wang Family’s eighth 

dragon, Wang Shi, and the others. 

It took Wang Family’s people with it, shattering the void, wishing to escape. 

“Where do you think you’re going?!” Shi Hao released a cry, the noise like a dragon or tiger’s roar, 

shaking heaven and earth. At this cultivation realm, even a slight shout carried the power of the great 

dao. 

His hands even more so formed imprints, displaying the Six Dao Reincarnations Heavenly Art, containing 

several types of exceptional precious techniques, firmly seizing the painting scroll from the void passage. 

Peng! 

Shi Hao’s palms and fingers shone, condensing a sword art. It hacked at this painting scroll, wishing to 

destroy it. 

With a peng noise, the scroll became dim, several people falling out from within, precisely Wang 

Family’s eighth dragon and others. 

Shi Hao was stunned. This painting scroll’s defensive powers weren’t that great, not as formidable as he 

imagined. The figure in the painting already grew dim, becoming extremely faint. 

Wang Family’s Old Eight’s expression immediately changed. He released a light sigh, saying, “If my father 

was in the Nine Heavens, he would have definitely sensed something, immediately slaughter his way 

over. What a pity, he definitely had an important matter, and thus was far from the Nine Heavens, 

unable to appear here.” 

He sensed that he had miscalculated. 

When Shi Hao heard this, he immediately understood. 



This painting scroll actually had this type of ability, able to summon Immortal Wang through it. 

Moreover, the closer it was to the creator, the more powerful it would become. 

“I miscalculated, not expecting that my father left the Nine Heavens. He definitely went to heed the 

summoning of an Immortal Domain expert. Otherwise, what else could make him suddenly leave?” 

Wang Family’s Old Eight said with a sigh. 

“You don’t seem to be that worried at all, as if you still have something else to rely on.” Shi Hao said 

calmly. 

He was completely ruthless and decisive, with a flick of his finger, a streak of sword energy flew out. 

With a chi sound, Wang Family’s eighth dragon was cleaved at the waist, blood splashing everywhere. 

This sword left everyone shaken! 

Right now, regardless of whether it was Wang Xi, Wang Shi, or Wang Lan, their minds trembled. The 

powerful Wang Family Old Eight was chopped in half at the waist just like that. 

Suddenly, Shi Hao backed up, quickly withdrawing. 

It was because right at this moment, a giant black claw silently reached out from the void, grabbing 

towards Shi Hao. It carried black mist. 

Even though it was silent, its power was too great, actually making Shi Hao feel threatened. 

This was a supreme being! 

“Creature of darkness?!” Shi Hao’s eyes became cold. He looked deeply in that direction. There was an 

expanse of thick black mist, within it an ancient beast that was currently pressing over. 

With a shua sound, Shi Hao’s eyes were like lightning. He turned around, looking towards Wang Family’s 

Old Eight. “You all are colluding with the creatures of darkness?” 

“I do not know what you are talking about. My Wang Family has never come into contact with the 

creatures of darkness, do not venomously slander others.” Wang Family’s Old Eight coldly replied. 

Moreover, his broken body was recombined, quickly recovering. 

The main reason was because Shi Hao’s attack didn’t contain dao law force, still wishing to leave him 

with his body and life, wishing to seize the formation within him, which was why he wasn’t in any true 

danger. 

Near broken Xumi Mountain, everyone’s expression suddenly changed. 

Only now did they realize how dangerous this gathering was. There was actually a creature of darkness 

who came, one who was actually a supreme being. 

If Huang didn’t hurry over, wouldn’t they all be nursing a grievance? The consequences would be hard to 

imagine! 

“Huang, the true creatures of darkness have appeared, it is time for you to do your part. I advise you to 

remain upright, do not slaughter the cultivators of the Nine Heavens.” Wang Family’s Old Eight said. 



“Shameless, this creature of darkness was definitely guided over by you!” Cao Yusheng shouted. 

The others all shivered inwardly. 

“This is unrelated to me. I suspect that Huang’s aura has drawn it here, his supreme being blood energy 

too rich, drawing its attention. If Huang cannot defeat it, then he has provoked a great murderous 

disaster onto all of us.” Wang Family’s eighth dragon said calmly. 

Not only did he not admit to the accusations, he even deflected, placing the blame on Huang. 

“All of you deserve to be executed!” Shi Hao replied coldly. He already sensed that something was really 

wrong. Even though Wang Family was making preparations to enter Immortal Domain, they also came 

into contact with the creatures of darkness, moreover their relationship quite deep. 

He was confident that this darkness supreme being was guided here by Wang Family’s Old Eight! 

Hou! 

After a low roar, that creature of darkness rushed over. Its body was massive, carrying thick darkness 

matter. It reached out a great claw, crushing the void, descending on Shi Hao. 

This was a Hou, clearly a creature of the Nine Heavens Ten Earths, but it was corroded by darkness 

matter, died once, and was then reborn, undergoing a darkness transformation. 

This was a well-known figure in the last thirty years, an ultra evolved being. 

When one normally encountered the creatures of darkness, they would immediately become weaker, 

because these individuals carried darkness matter. A single moment of carelessness and they would 

become corroded, falling to the darkness. 

That was why Wang Family’s Old Eight was extremely calm. He believed that a new supreme being like 

Shi Hao would definitely become flustered. 

However, what he never expected was that Shi Hao didn’t fear the darkness matter, directly smashing 

into it, a fist flying out, clashing with that Hou’s claws. The impact was intense, stars from outer space 

falling, the entire universe breaking apart. 

It was because Shi Hao had obtained Darkness True Blood, that blood even more pure than any other 

creatures’. That blood was being preserved by the lord of the restricted region. Shi Hao had always been 

in contact with it, even planning to guide the blood of darkness into his body! 

Chi! 

A streak of sword energy swept out. With a peng noise, Wang Family’s Old Eight gripped his neck, but 

bloody suds still spilled outwards; his neck was cut through. 

“No matter what, you won’t be able to leave today. Colluding with the creatures of darkness, your sin 

cannot be pardoned!” Shi Hao said coldly. 

He fought a great battle with the creature of darkness while speaking, displaying unmatched precious 

techniques, removing Wang Family Old Eight’s head. 



Pu pu pu! 

Then, following several light sounds, Wang Family’s Old Eight’s other parts also exploded, tangled with 

sword energy. He broke into pieces, the sight too horrible to endure, hacked to several pieces. 

“Old Ten, use the formidden method, hurry and run!” Wang Family weakly transmitted out sound in 

secret. 

Chi! 

However, a streak of sword radiance shot over. With a pu sound, Wang Shi’s head was also removed. 

“I don’t care what kind of methods you all have. Before me, you all can forget about behaving 

wantonly!” Shi Hao said coldly. 

Chapter 1835 - Killing the Darkness Supreme Being 

A streak of sword radiance illuminated the Nine Heavens. Wang Shi’s head flew out, blood rushing high 

into the sky. 

This scene left everyone here stupefied, all those with close relations with Wang Family couldn’t help 

but feel their bodies trembling slightly, a feeling of icy coldness running from head to toe. 

Wang Family placed high hopes on Wang Shi, this was the one with the greatest potential in the clan, 

yet before Huang, he didn’t have any power to retaliate! 

One was a supreme being, the other a heroic individual in the Self Release Realm, there was naturally no 

way to even compare them, the difference in strength too great. 

However, there was one thing that was close, which was their cultivation period. Huang had only 

cultivated for a few decades, yet he already achieved the dao. 

“He really did succeed!” Someone muttered, saying this quietly. 

They had to believe it even if they didn’t want to. Huang’s fighting strength was right there, killing 

someone at the Self Release Realm was as easy as blowing off dust, too easily done. 

This was truly a glorious accomplishment that dazzled past and present! 

When everything calmed down a bit, everyone gradually realized just how formidable Huang’s 

achievements were, establishing a new legend throughout the ages. Everyone said that there were no 

supreme beings under five hundred years of age, yet he shattered history. 

Right now, forget about Wang Family, JIn Family, and others’ minds surging with emotions, even Qing Yi, 

Tuogu Yulong and the other old friends found it hard to breathe, feeling extremely stirred up. 

Hou! 

The creature of darkness released a great roar, its pupils becoming a scarlet red color, like two blood 

moons. In the dark mist, they looked ice-cold and savage. It threw itself at Shi Hao. 

The claws were pitch-black and massive, like a small mountain as it smashed downwards. This was 

originally a True Hou, but after being corroded by darkness, it completely mutated. 



Its claws shattered heaven and earth, this black hou’s divine might astonishing. It was accompanied by 

magical law force, restricting the void, wishing to control Shi Hao, slaughter him here. 

Dang! 

Shi Hao didn’t back up at all, not fearing the darkness matter. With a raise of his hand, he faced that 

beast claw head-on. His palm and fingers released auspicious multicolored light, forming a great barrier 

of light, smashing into that large black claw, releasing a sky shocking noise. 

This scene was extremely terrifying. In outer space, some stars fell, burning as they crashed into the 

great earth. 

However, as these two fought, ripples spread outwards. When they reached outer space, those falling 

stars all exploded into powder. 

They long rose into the air, arriving in the heavens, turning into streaks of lightning, tearing at each 

other viciously. Their speeds were just too fast. 

Even though the creature was massive, after Shi Hao displayed his magical projection, he became as tall 

as the heavens, towering in the world beyond, as if he was a world creating giant. 

Beast roars sounded continuously. The darkness transformed supreme being’s strength was powerful 

beyond compare if it was facing the other creatures of the Nine Heavens, their strength would directly 

be thirty percent lower out of fear of being corroded by darkness. 

However, Shi Hao didn’t feel any misgivings, fiercely advancing. 

The black hou breathed outwards, black flames starting to rage. Some stars in outer space directly 

exploded, looking like the most dazzling fireworks from the distance, leaving everyone horrified. 

This was precisely a battle between supreme beings. They were clearly facing each other, but even with 

just a bit of carelessness, if some wisps of essence energy leaked out, it would be enough to hack down 

the sun, moon, and stars. 

The True Hou threw itself over, crying out like the most savage ancient beast, shattering heaven and 

earth. The sound waves seemed like it would destroy the world. 

Fortunately, Shi Hao released dao sound, intercepting that terrifying power. His entire body shone, 

terrifying demonic light appearing outside his body, his aura becoming increasingly tyrannical. 

In this world, if we were talking about the most warlike race, the Chaos Demonic Ape was definitely high 

up in the ranks, at the very forefront! 

This race would feel great excitement whenever the world was in chaos, because it could become 

powerful. It was because it was warlike and aggressive, forging ahead vigorously and powerfully in a 

world of turmoil, dominating enemies from all sides. 

Shi Hao now used this clan’s secret method, his war intent great, almost going berserk. His body also 

released terrifying black radiance, pitch-back body protecting astral energy surging around him. 

“Kill!” Shi Hao roared out. 



In that instant, he revealed three heads and six arms, his strength erupting. He threw himself over, six 

arms brandishing about, smashing towards this supreme being level True Hou. 

Peng! 

The True Hou, no matter how powerful and savage it was, took a heavy blow, staggering backwards. In 

the end, it released a low roar, black flames gushing out from its mouth. 

A black furnace body flew out, about to collect Shi Hao inside. 

This wasn’t an object, not a magical artifact, but rather the embodiment of the True Hou’s cultivation, 

condensed natural laws. All of this turned into a furnace, wishing to suppress the enemy, refine Shi Hao 

into ashes. 

Dang! 

Unfortunately, this black furnace was directly smashed apart by Shi Hao. Moreover, he flew over, facing 

the True Hou directly, head-on, riding on its body. 

Shi Hao’s six arms brandished, pressing down on the True Hou’s skull, restricting its four limbs, and then 

smashed down viciously. 

With a weng noise, the True Hou rushed up, turning into a black sun, its entire body transforming into 

darkness to destroy the creature on its back. 

It sent Shi Hao flying, and then backed up. 

The great battle was extremely intense, one man one beast facing each other. 

It had to be said that this creature of darkness was indeed terrifying, its flesh tough to an unimaginable 

degree, exceeding creatures at the same level. 

However, as the battle continued, this Hou was still defeated. With a pu sound, it had its neck wrung by 

Shi Hao, and then a fist pierced through its chest, the hole connected front and back. n-)𝑜-(𝒱-)𝔢-.𝗅/(𝒷-

/I/.n 

Sure enough, there was darkness blood, exceptionally terrifying. 

Shi Hao quickly withdrew. He fought and seriously injured this True Hou, making its body break apart, 

but he still didn’t want to be contaminated by this type of darkness blood. 

Ao hou! 

This Hou roared out. Even though its primordial spirit was fissuring, it still didn’t die. Its life force was 

terrifyingly powerful, wishing to counterattack, continue fighting Shi Hao. 

Shi Hao seized the initiative, so how could he give it a chance? 

In that instant, the Grass Symbol Sword Art was released, endless heavy sword energy rippled, all of it 

hacking towards this True Hou, impossible for it to avoid this blow. 

In summary, this darkness creature didn’t fear death, it never retreated. However, this also meant that if 

it wasn’t a match, it was definitely going to fall here. 



Shi Hao activated the sword energy, cutting down this seriously injured True Hou! 

Black blood surged, splitting its forehead. The primordial spirit was hacked to pieces, and then it was 

completely erased by sword radiance! 

It died just like that, a darkness supreme being killed! 

Heaven’s tears, the black blood poured down from the heavens. This was blood, the essence of the 

creature of darkness. 

Shi Hao displayed a great ability, collecting all of it into a cauldron constructed from natural laws, 

refining all of it. Otherwise, this would be a great disaster. 

It died just like that, a supreme being killed, moreover a creature of darkness! 

Below, near this broken Xumi Mountain, everyone was shocked. The past Huang actually already beame 

this strong, already rising up, becoming one of this world’s supreme beings. 

Shi Hao descended, restraining his killing intent. However, everyone still felt great fear, especially Jin 

Family, Wang Family, and the people related to these two families, all of them shivering inwardly. 

“It is time for us to settle our debt.” Shi Hao began to approach Wang Family’s eighth dragon. 

Back then, Wang Family’s Nine Dragons always wanted to kill him, but they always failed. Now, he 

naturally wouldn’t show mercy. 

This was especially when Wang Family’s eighth dragon guided over a creature of darkness, harboring 

evil intentions, their connection with the creatures of darkness too deep, unforgivable. 

“Speak, just what kind of transactions has Wang Family conducted with the creatures of darkness.” Shi 

Hao asked. 

“Do not venomously slander others.” Wang Family’s eighth dragon said. No matter what, he wouldn’t 

admit it. If he did, then there would be absolutely no hope of reprieve. 

“You aren’t going to talk?” Shi Hao was extremely calm. However, with a chi sound, a streak of sword 

energy flew out, hacking open his head, exposing his primordial spirit. 

“Huang, forcing others like this, are you not scared that my father will suppress you in the future?” 

Wang Family’s eighth dragon said in a malevolent manner. 

Chi! 

Shi Hao didn’t utter a word. Sword radiance flashed, descending just like that, cleaving his primordial 

spirit in half, making Wang Family’s Old Eight scream out, the voice miserable. 

However, Shi Hao didn’t kill him. Not only did he wish to seize the formation in his body, there were 

other uses for him. He didn’t wish to turn him into ashes yet. 

“Huang, let go of my eighth brother right now!” Not far out, Wang Shi spoke. After he had his head 

removed, it floated there, unable to merge with the flesh because it was restricted. 



“Then I’ll start with you!” Shi Hao turned to look towards him. A sword escended, cutting open Wang 

Shi’s forehead, exposing his primordial spirit. 

“Huang, you dare do this? My father won’t let you off!” Wang Family Old Eight’s voice was trembling. 

His primordial spirit was the first to be cleaved in half, this injuring life threatening. 

“Is that so?” 

Shi Hao still remained calm, taking action again. A streak of sword radiance swept over, still attacking at 

Wang Shi. His primordial spirit was surrounded by sword radiance, about to be cleaved in half too. 

However, right at this time, a strange change happened. Wang Shi’s primordial spirit surged revealing a 

figure, as if it was transmitted from a distant high altar, taking form here. 

“Dao friend, please have mercy!” That figure shouted. 

“Immortal Wang!” Shi Hao was shocked. 

Immortal Wang’s feelings for Wang Shi were truly not normal. When Wang Shi was approaching a great 

disaster, there was actually Immortal Wang’s figure that appeared from his primordial spirit. 

“This... is a Spirit Summoning Divine Core!” Wang Family’s Old Eight was shocked, and then said, “Hurry, 

call for father, have him quickly come!” 

He saw a very small ancient platform in Wang Shi’s primordial spirit, Immortal Wang’s indistinct void 

image just standing on it. 

Shi Hao also saw it. He never expected Wang Shi’s primordial spirit to actually hide this type of ancient 

platform! 

Wang Shi was the only one who was unaware of this. 

“Call for father, hurry and have him kill this person!” Wang Family’s Old Eight roared towards Wang Shi. 

Chapter 1836 - Facing the Number One Supreme Being 

The Spirit Summoning Divine Core was extremely small, less than an inch tall, a bit blurry and indistinct, 

as if it was just an illusion, located in Wang Shi’s primordial spirit. 

This thing cast off its tangible body, becoming a body of laws. Not even Wang Shi himself noticed it 

before. Now, it appeared. 

As the name implied, it could summon a powerful creature, but of course, this was under the premise 

that there was an agreement previously established. There were complex natural laws that were 

engraved, and only then was it effective. 

When Wang Shi was reminded, his primordial spirit shone, starting to summon Immortal Wang. 

In reality, even without his calling, when his life was in danger, this extremely small Spirit Summoning 

Divine Core already shone, symbols covering it densely, calling over the expert on its own. 

This place became sometimes indistinct, sometimes brilliant. A large hand reached out, stopping Shi 

Hao’s sword energy, carrying earth-shattering pressure, intimidating all life in this world. 



A large hand reached out from Wang Shi’s primordial spirit, carrying powerful winds, forming thunder 

clouds and violent winds. Dao sounds rumbled, chaotic energy continuously surging. 

Everyone was horrified. This scene exceeded their imagination. 

Shi Hao frowned. Not even he expected Immortal Wang to be so partial towards this son, expending so 

much care, all for the sake of protecting him! 

Shi Hao suppressed Wang Da, Wang Wu, and even Wang family’s Old Eight could have been captured at 

any time, but there wasn’t this type of treatment, not sheltered by Immortal Wang like this. 

“Worthy of being an old sore, that Immortal Wang really loves you quite dearly.” Shi Hao said. 

Hong! 

He hacked out a streak of sword energy, smashing into that great hand, forming a terrifying destructive 

force. The surrounding space collapsed, giant cracks densely covering the void, all of them extending 

towards outer space. 

Weng, ma, ne, bai, mi... n)-𝑂(-𝗏.-𝗲-.𝐥.-𝔟-.1((n 

A grand chanting sound rang out, actually carrying buddha incantations, shocking the world. 

The broken Xumi Mountain shook intensely, but it wasn’t destroyed in this clash between supreme 

beings. The earth shook, as if a great earthquake happened, but it didn’t destroy this place. 

It was as if three thousand buddhas were chanting, sutras resounding through all directions, absolutely 

deafening. It rippled fiercely, making all of the broken Xumi Mountain flow with holy radiance. 

The ancient monk remains, under supreme being divine might, actually displayed this type of unusual 

irregular scene. 

At this moment, everyone was affected. Great Xu Tuo began to chant true buddha names, sitting down, 

bathing in the buddhist light of the heavens. Then, he didn’t move at all, as if he had passed on. 

Honglong! 

That great hand withdrew. It came from that spirit summoning divine core, wrapping around Wang Shi, 

about to leave. 

It was because even if Immortal Wang was extremely strong, he was still millions and millions of li away, 

displaying natural laws with space separating them. He did send his palm over, but he still wasn’t 

personally here. 

He was scared that this battle would result in Wang Shi being caught up, and then dying miserably, 

which was why he wanted to immediately leave. 

“Where do you think you’re going?!” 

Shi Hao shouted. He activated precious techniques, three heads six arms all appearing, battle intent 

erupting. He charged forward, locking onto Wang Shi. 

Dong! 



It was another world shaking blow. One could see Immortal Wang’s figure becoming blurry, but it was 

still really there. It was as if he stood in an eternally unknown place, clenching a fist imprint and 

smashing over. 

Only, he was just too far away, endless space separating them. His eyes were ice-cold, taking action 

ruthlessly. 

“Wang Family’s Old Eight guided over a darkness supreme being, what is the intention of this? What 

kind of explanation does your Wang Family have?” Shi Hao was extremely calm, asking while taking 

action. 

“I believe there is definitely some type of misunderstanding here.” Immortal Wang said. 

That blurry figure’s forehead was sparkling. Then, dark light erupted, a sword core taking form, 

intimidating, power just too grand. Even though there were endless crags and torrents between them, 

not in the same continent, it was still this terrifying. 

Immortal Wang used the primordial spirit sword core! 

This was not the power the scroll displayed before, but rather the true extreme method. The Chaos 

Calming Art appeared again! 

Shi Hao immediately became incomparably serious. When facing this experienced veteran, this type of 

supreme being king, he didn’t dare show the slightest bit of carelessness. 

Sou! 

The primordial spirit core shone, flickering with radiance in front of Immortal Wang’s forehead, 

exceptionally brilliant. It tore through everything, unstoppable, as if an immortal king had descended! 

However, it didn’t fly out. The place Immortal Wang was in had some changes, the sword core 

protecting in front of the frontal bone, only releasing light and sword intent. 

In that instant, the Chaos Calming Art’s true meaning erupted, radiance appearing in endless streaks, 

becoming grand beyond compare. It appeared here through the Spirit Summoning Divine Core, crushing 

towards Shi Hao. 

“Kill!” 

In this moment, Shi Hao directly activated the Grass Symbol Sword Art, facing it with one of history’s 

three greatest sword arts, opposing with equal harshness. 

Between the two, sword intent surged, symbols appearing. In that instant, there were actually two 

supreme mysterious ancient beings who sat down, chanting scriptures there. 

They were extremely ancient, surrounded by time radiance, submerged under time fragments, wrapped 

under chaotic energy, their true appearance impossible to see. 

These were two types of sword intent. Right now, everything was extremely mysterious, forming two 

supreme figures. They sat in the void, chanting ancient scriptures, shaking the heavens, earths, and four 

seas. 



Shi Hao was stunned, a bit stupefied. 

Immortal Wang also became momentarily distracted. He was a veteran supreme being, and now, in the 

Nine Heavens Ten Earths, he already didn’t have many opponents under the Immortal Dao Domain. 

Apart from Great Elder, no one else could compare to him. 

His cultivation was too profound, only a hair away from achieving immortality. 

Towards a new supreme being who had just entered this domain, still far from the peak of this 

cultivation realm, Immortal Wang should be an imposing great mountain! 

If one wanted to catch up, the accumulation of time was needed. 

However, Immortal Wang never expected that when the youngster facing him displayed his sword 

intent, it actually resonated with his Chaos Calming Art, creating such a bizarre scene. 

Even though Shi Hao had confidence, he also knew that he had just entered this domain, still unable to 

immediately subdue the number one among supreme beings. What he now saw left him puzzled. 

Why was this happening? 

“The three great sword arts have a connection between them!” Immortal Wang was inwardly shaken, 

his eyes immediately becoming blazing hot. He thought about some of the few isolated phrases he read 

from certain remains, recorded on a stone stele dyed in immortal blood. 

“Assimilate!” 

Immortal Wang released a short shout. He was spurring on unmatched magical force, wishing to bring 

Wang Shi away, even more so wished to seized Shi Hao’s sword intent. 

It was because what he was seeing right now was too special. The two sword intents actually became 

two supreme existences, seated there, confronting each other, chanting scriptures. It was extremely 

strange. 

“Get back here!” 

Shi Hao shouted. He was also activating magical force, all types of divine abilities taking form. He even 

more so used the Six Dao Reincarnations Heavenly Art, supporting several types of unmatched precious 

techniques. 

With a weng noise, the void was submerged. The precious techniques displayed great brilliance, True 

Phoenix taking off to the skies, Kun Peng spreading its wings, Lightning Emperor overlooking the world... 

The scene was extremely terrifying, accompanying six black holes, sweeping through the heavens above 

and earth below, nothing they couldn’t tear through; there was nothing that could stand in its path. 

Chi! 

Wang Shi was originally being pulled away, but he was then stopped by this heavenly art, starting to 

return. 



The two great experts were both pulling, trying to seize Wang Shi, both of them wishing to seize the 

other’s sword intent. This was an extremely intense confrontation. 

Weng! 

Immortal Wang took action again, divine light released in ten thousand streaks from that inch tall spirit 

summoning divine platform. It surrounded Wang Family’s Old Eight, wishing to bring him away as well. 

Pu! 

However, Shi Hao was extremely ruthless, doing his best to block it. He also displayed exceptional divine 

abilities, instantly crushing Wang Family’s Old Eight’s broken body into a bloody mist. 

Even that primordial spirit was trembling, starting to crack again. 

Wang Family’s Old Eight cried out miserably. His flesh only had a head left, the other parts all crushed to 

pieces. 

“Younger generation, you are going too far!” In a distant unknown place, Immortal Wang released a 

roar. His words were like thunder, releasing a mysterious dao sound that rang out. 

Dong! 

Even Xumi Mountain was shaking intensely. However, the ancient monk bloodline’s mantras were also 

sounding: weng, ma, ne, bai... 

Immortal Wang’s might was suppressed. 

Xiu! 

Divine light was like chains. Immortal Wang quickly reacted, settling for the next best thing, turning 

endless symbols into a waterfall, engulfing Wang Xi and Wang Lan, wishing to bring them away. 

Shi Hao hacked out again, all types of dao laws like divine rainbows as they filled the heavens. They 

rushed over, submerging that place. 

These were dao order natural laws. They were like heavenly blades, hacking through heaven and earth! 

Pu! 

Blood radiance splashed out. Wang Lan’s head flew, moreover exploding in the void, body and spirit 

erased. 

This was definitely something he had to give up on. At the final moments, Immortal Wang looked like he 

wanted to bring him away, but in reality, he gave up on him. In order to ensure Wang Shi’s safety, he 

could only bring away Wang Xi along the way. 

“Kill!” 

Shi Hao roared out. He wasn’t willing to let the other party bring those two away. His entire figure 

charged forward, Six Dao Reincarnations Heavenly Art starting to spin like six millstones. 

Each millstone was like a black hole, a world, roiling and turning. 



Pu! 

Blood radiance erupted. Wang Xi suffered serious injuries, Wang Shi also seriously injured. 

In the end, Wang Shi’s lower half was obliterated in the void. 

Chapter 1837 - Unrelenting 

“Younger generation!” Immortal Wang only said these two words, his eyes cold. He was protecting 

Wang Shi like this, yet he was still injured, losing half his body. 

Under the oppression of supreme being level power, there was nothing left of that half, even the bloody 

mist burned to ashes. 

Of course, this wouldn’t deliver any true harm to Wang Shi, he could still regenerate that broken body. 

However, the glorious Immortal Wang, the one known to be the number one supreme being under the 

heavens wasn’t able to protect his son, this made him erupt with murderous intent. 

Immortal Wang’s situation really was unstable. He fought intensely while shouting, but didn’t dare go all 

out, even more so couldn’t cross realms to get here, the distance too great. 

“It really is regretful, I still wasn’t able to meet your true self.” Shi Hao said. Then, he looked towards 

Wang Family’s Old Eight, firmly locking onto him. 

Immortal Wang naturally didn’t wish to give up on his children. However, the spirit summoning divine 

platform was only inside of Wang Shi’s primordial spirit. This thing was too precious, there was only one. 

He didn’t have any way of immediately appearing before Wang Family’s eighth dragon, protecting his 

primordial spirit. 

If he tried to advance now, Wang Family’s Old Eight might die tragically. 

Hong! 

Despite this being the case, he still wanted to save him. 

Unfortunately, under Shi Hao’s obstruction, he couldn’t take too many risks. 

Moreover, there was an intense battle happening where Immortal Wang was that affected him. 

In the end, he released a light sigh, completely disappearing. 

“It truly is a pity.” Shi Hao shook his head. Wang Shi escaped just like that. 

Shi Hao felt like Wang Family’s Old Ten definitely had good stuff on him. Unfortunately, Immortal Wang 

favored him too much, basically constantly personally watching over him. 

He already hacked open Wang Shi’s head, originally thinking that another blade would be able to end his 

life, but who would have thought that there would be a spirit summoning divine platform there, 

triggering Immortal Wang’s appearance. 

Shi Hao rushed forward, grabbing Wang Family’s Old Eight’s head, moreover sealing the cracking 

primordial spirit into the head. 



Wang Family’s eighth dragon felt a sense of humiliation. The past brat’s cultivation was even inferior to 

his children in the past, yet now, after all this time, he defied the heavens, able to directly suppress him. 

This type of feeling of shame was truly terrible. 

Broken Xumi Mountain was extremely quiet at first. Then, it became noisy. 

Everyone felt shocked. Huang’s power exceeded their imagination, daring to face even Immortal Wang 

head-on. One had to understand that he had just stepped into this domain! 

Back then, he would always face the strong as the weak, defeating those stronger than himself. Now, his 

style was still the same. 

A group of people immediately flocked over. Lunar Jade Rabbit, Heavenly Horned Ant, Tuogu Yulong, 

and the others were all extremely moved. This type of battle accomplishment exceeded their 

imagination. 

Huang was originally someone of the same generation, but now, he could already face Immortal Wang 

who achieved the dao before the archaic times. 

However, when they thought about how he had even slaughtered his way into Jin Family not too long 

ago, all of them calmed down quite a bit. This old friend of theirs advanced just too quickly! 

“We were just that close to killing Wang Shi, sigh, it is a bit of a pity.” The Lunar Jade Rabbit muttered. 

This rabbit bore grudges, not forgetting how Wang Family wanted to make things difficult for her first, 

making her into a hostage. 

“After not seeing each other for thirty years, not only were you not crippled, you even shot straight into 

the heavens, breaking the records of history!” Ten Crown King walked over, deeply moved, saying this 

with a sigh. 

He had previously fought with Shi Hao, acknowledging him as a great opponent. However, after thirty 

years, the blue sea turned into mulberry fields, everything changed. Huang had already become a 

supreme being. 

Even the aloof Exiled Immortal seemed like he couldn’t calm down right now, a complicated expression 

on his face. 

“Shi Hao, you have to leave this place. Now that your identity is exposed, if Immortal Wang, Jin Taijun 

and the others work together, things will be bad.” Qing Yi was worried. 

Today, her emotions were fluctuating intensely. She had originally already cut herself off from the 

secular world, two souls returning to one, forging her true self, already putting aside the past. However, 

after she saw Shi Hao, she found it hard to calm down, still extremely concerned with this person. 

“That old fella is quite special, not an ordinary figure!” The little dog suddenly spoke up. Just now, it had 

focused on Immortal Wang the entire time, feeling a type of indescribable feeling. 

A group of people surrounded Shi Hao. There was just too much to say. After not meeting for thirty 

years, their true emotions were revealed. 



There were some cultivators who were quite close to Wang and Jin Family here. They were all extremely 

uneasy, fearing that Huang would act out. 

“Let’s go, hurry and leave this place!” Fatty Cao shouted, wishing to change locations. 

“You all leave first. This is a rare opportunity, I still have things I want to do!” Shi Hao suddenly said. 

“What do you want to do?” One of Wei Family’s four phoenixes was shocked, asking like this. She just 

felt like this fella was going to start something else. 

In reality, the others all had this type of feeling too. Whenever Huang was this serious, he was definitely 

going to stir up something great, most likely the sky shattering type. 

“I am going to slaughter my way into Wang Family, see just see what exactly is going on. Wang Family’s 

Old Eight actually guided over a darkness supreme being, this makes me feel uneasy!” Shi Hao said. 

He was going to shatter the heavens after all! Everyone shivered inwardly. 

He had just slaughtered his way into Jin Family,moreover faced Immortal Wang, now about to charge 

straight into Wang Family’s tiger den, he really was daring. 

“Now that Immortal Wang isn’t here, it is a good chance!” Shi Hao said. 

Even though there were too many things he wanted to say to his old friends after they just met again, 

Shi Hao still didn’t stop here, deciding to reunite with them later. 

Shi Hao didn’t stop here. This time, he only brought the small dog with him, heading straight to Wang 

Family, wishing to seize this opportunity to directly invade. 

“Be careful!” A group of people shouted, worried for him. 

Wang Family had over ten thousand divine mountains here, every single one extremely beautiful. Silver 

waterfalls poured down, essence energy rich, mists rising into the air. 

Shi Hao slaughtered his way here. He confirmed that Immortal Wang wasn’t here, currently preoccupied 

by something, that this was the best opportunity to raid this old nest. 

“If there are creatures of darkness hiding inside, then things will definitely become crazy!” Shi Hao said 

to himself. 

“Not good, it’s already too late. There is immortal dao aura, terrifying formations activated again. Wang 

Family definitely received news.” The little dog said. 

It was a master of formations. They had just arrived, but with a sniff, its ears started shaking a bit, it 

already sensed all types of things. 

“Wang Family’s immortal dao formations have all revived. Even though they aren’t complete, they are 

similar to Jin Family’s, within one of them is a spirit.” The little dog said in an extremely decisive manner. 

Immortal Wang most likely had some secret methods, able to contact his clansmen, telling them to 

immediately activate the defenses. 



“It seems like there are many issues with Immortal Domain’s withdrawal of troops, Immortal Wang 

unable to leave for quite some time!” Shi Hao said. 

He looked at Wang Family’s place of residence, feeling a bit regretful. 

He felt that if he was standing at the peak of Mortal Dao, then he could charge straight in. However right 

now, he had just entered the Supreme Being Realm, it was too dangerous. 

“Go, we’re heading to Immortal Palace.” Shi Hao quickly made this decision. 

This really was unrelenting, going from Jin Family to the broken Xumi Mountain, and then to Wang 

Family, now descending from the Nine Heavens to the three thousand provinces’ Immortal Palace. 

Since things had happened to Immortal Domain’s withdrawal of troops, then Immortal Palace’s ruined 

immortal might appear over there. 

Along the way, Shi Hao moved as fast as lightning, gathering information along the way, proving some of 

his suspicions. n𝗼𝗏𝔢.𝓵𝔟-1n 

Immortal Domain was withdrawing after all. However, something really bad happened. There was 

internal conflict. 

It was because there were some who, after fighting long term with the creatures of darkness, were 

deemed contaminated by inauspicious darkness matter. They were forced to stay behind in this realm 

forever, unable to return to Immortal Domain. 

While withdrawing, several leaders stirred up trouble, in the end, a bloody conflict arose, the battle 

quite intense. 

Immortal Wang and the others just happened to be there, all of them restricted, unable to easily leave. 

“Immortal Palace’sold cripple also went?” Shi Hao unexpectedly learned of this. In the Nine Heavens Ten 

Earths, there were as many as four ruined immortals. They all appeared there. 

“They really ought to die!” Shi Hao felt a wave of resentment. Back then, during Desolate Border’s great 

battle, not a single one of the four powerful ruined immortals rushed to Imperial Pass to face the 

enemy. 

This forced Great Elder to face the enemy head-on right when he was on the verge of achieving 

immortality, in the end nursing a grudge. 

Great Elder Meng Tianzheng’s blood splashed all over Desolate Border. In the end, inauspiciousness 

appeared, and he disappeared into the depths of the cosmos, never seen again. When Shi Hao thought 

of these things, now that he heard what was going on, he was full of resentment. 

“The four ruined immortals all went, most likely wishing to enter Immortal Domain.” This was the 

conclusion he reached. 

Shi Hao didn’t hesitate, rushing towards Immortal Palace as fast as he could. 



Originally, the place Immortal Palace was located at was extremely hidden, few people of the outside 

world knew of it. However, in the past thirty years, with the darkness corrosion, the place they were 

located at gradually no longer became a mystery. 

Shi Hao rushed here! 

Sure enough, the scenery was like a painting, rich with essence energy. This place was like an immortal 

realm, carrying wisps of immortal dao mist. 

Bronze buildings were everywhere, immortal mist pervading the air. 

“Interesting, this place actually has immortal energy!” The little dog was shocked. 

“I heard that there was an immortal spring underground, one that is the most precious, allowing a dying 

person to reforge their flesh and bones, a priceless treasure. The reason why the ruined immortal was 

able to continue struggling while at death’s door was because of this spring.” Shi Hao said. 

“Immortal spring? Back then, the Nine Heavens Ten Earhts only had seven or eight of them in total, yet 

this ruined immortal occupied one?” The eyelids of this little dog immediately jumped when he heard 

this. 

Then, it began to bark loudly, becoming extremely excited, stating that it was definitely going to search 

and confiscate their possessions! 

“There should be a supreme being here, but I believe he is already no longer in his flourishing years, too 

old, should already be in his later years.” Shi Hao said. 

“Slaughter him!” The little dog said. 

Chapter 1838 - Plundering the Mouth of the Immortal Spring 

Immortal Palace, this place was extraordinary, concentrated with the spiritual blessings of the world, 

nurturing immortal dao essence. Spiritual mist rose within the entire ancient land. 

This was a vast land with palaces everywhere, all of them forged from metal. 

In the surroundings, spiritual mountains appeared one after another, on them towering ancient pines 

and green bamboos, every stalk thick, verdant and upright. Chaotic energy swirled around them, silver 

divine waterfalls pouring down. There were even islands floating in the skies. 

They were arranged all around the surroundings, protecting the palace at the very center. 

The bronze palace at the very center was covered in green rust, the most ancient and unadorned, but 

also the most powerful ancient vessel. This was where this lineage came from, the true Immortal Palace. 

It was rumored that underneath that bronze palace was a spring that nurtured all things, nourished all 

spirits, able to alleviate all flesh injuries, and then restoring them to their original states. At the same 

time, it could also strengthen the primordial spirit. After one cleansed themselves through the immortal 

dao essence, their souls would become pure, become increasingly sturdy and unbreaking. 

“This is a good place, really a place prepared for this king to retire in!” The little dog was already starting 

to drool, staring at the central ancient land. 



During this process, it didn’t remain idle, moving together with Shi Hao, secretly breaking down some 

killing formations. This place looked peaceful, but there were dangers hidden everywhere. A single 

mistake and they would be in a bad situation! 

They remained cautious and careful, scared of accidentally alerting the enemy, resulting in the most 

powerful formations activating. 

The more powerful the formation, the more costly the consumption when they were activated. No 

inheritances could keep them running year-round, because keeping them activated required a 

tremendous amount of heavenly materials and earthly treasures. 

The defenses were too strict, difficult to break open a gap. If not for the little dog’s background being 

extraordinary, previously a creature of Immortal Domain, there wouldn’t be any way of getting close. 

“This time, I really want to vomit blood, squandering away even Clear Sky Stone, this type of unmatched 

precious material to break through this formation!” The little dog said through clenched teeth. 

It carried some goods on it, all of them world-shocking precious materials that could be used to carve 

great formation symbols and other things. Now, it had to grit its teeth and use them. 

“How do we overturn that bronze palace? It just happens to be sitting on top of the spring, not easy to 

seize...” The two of them began to discuss among themselves. 

This was an immortal dao palace, extremely difficult to move. If they could, Shi Hao really wanted to just 

bring it away. 

However, he knew that with his current cultivation realm, it was extremely difficult to subdue. This 

palace was an immortal magical artifact, possessing immeasurable might. It wasn’t something an 

ordinary person could seize. 

“Be careful, the Immortal Palace supreme being was still here after all!” Shi Hao said. He could vaguely 

sense a wave of blood energy pervading out, feeling a type of pressure. 

Inside of a palace, there was currently an elder taking in and sending out heaven and earth spiritual 

essence, guiding in immortal mist, currently cultivating. It was precisely Immortal Palace’s first 

generation old supreme being. 

His cultivation period was long, even a bit greater than Immortal Wang and others’. 

He was definitely one of the existences with the greatest age in this great era! 

“This old fella never did anything good, similar to those long life families. When Immortal Pass faced 

such difficulties, they didn’t help at all, instead constantly harming those in the Nine Heavens.” Shi Hao 

said to himself. 

A creature this powerful actually didn’t contribute at all when the enemy attacked, but back then, he 

acted against Supreme Hall and sinner’s blood descendants, acting viciously. 

He seriously suspected that Immortal Palace had something strange at the roots. 



“Heh, being able to survive Immortal Ancient, yet I’ve never heard his name, he’s definitely not of the 

good sort.” The little dog sneered. 

Back then, it knew all those who participated in the war, fought with their lives on the line, how could it 

not have any impression, how could it have not heard of these individuals? 

Only a few who avoided fighting, in the end helplessly engulfed into the flames of war, those hidden 

true immortals would be like this. 

Shi Hao sighed. He thought of some past events, cold light flashing past his eyes, feeling more and more 

that Immortal Palace had to be punished! The Kun Peng nursed a grievance! It used to be part of the 

main force in holding back the other side, but it didn’t die under the hands of the other side’s undying 

experts, but rather ended up being harmed to death by this lower than a pig true immortal when it 

returned with its wounded body. 

“Prepare yourself, we are going to take action!” The little dog said. 

If they wanted to seize that immortal spring, they had to catch the other party off guard, succeed in a 

single strike. Otherwise, they wouldn’t have another chance, because once the formations here were 

activated, it would be difficult to fight their way in. 

“Okay!” 

Shi Hao slowly breathed in and out. He drew the Everlasting Sword Core, preparing to use this magical 

artifact to send that Bronze Immortal Palace flying when they least expected it, and then quickly seize 

the spring. 

As for the formations, they were already dealt with by the little dog, opening up a temporary path. 

“Remember, time is extremely pressing. The instant the bronze palace is sent flying, the immortal dao 

formation here will inevitably want to activate as soon as possible. Our time is extremely limited.” The 

little dog reminded one last time. 

Weng! 

All of the essence energy in this heaven and earth was sucked dry, even the stars of outer space growing 

dim, all because Shi Hao took a deep breath, absorbing all of the essence within the universe. 

This time, he really was going all out! 

At this step, he already took action, so he naturally wasn’t scared of alarming the other party anymore, 

startling that supreme being. 

The plants all around him withered, essence energy rushing towards his mouth and nose crazily, 

including the immortal mist. In addition, the world beyond immediately darkened, sun and moon 

essence plundered. There were some great stars that even more so rumbled about, wishing to fall. 

This was precisely the might of a supreme being. After taking in a deep breath of heaven and earth 

spiritual essence, it was as if all fundamental spiritual energy was going to be sucked dry. 

Hong! 



During this process, he had long turned into a streak of blazing multicolored light, quickly arriving, 

rushing past. With a raise of his hand, the Everlasting Sword Core hacked down onto Immortal Palace. 

Dang! 

Divine light surged, bronze rust like flying blades, shooting in all directions. Then, like shooting stars, 

they exploded in the void, shattering the great world. 

This bronze palace was hacked flying by a sword, the green rust on the surface naturally splashing in all 

directions, creating a terrifying scene, accompanied by curse power. 

In the past, Shi Hao had suffered from this green bronze rust curse, almost dying in the lower realm, 

making it through with great difficulty. 

Now, he had become a supreme being, so he naturally wouldn’t allow the green bronze rust to enter his 

body, defending against all of it. What forced him to have to be careful was the backlash of the natural 

laws stored within the bronze palace. 

That bronze palace continuously released ripples. This was an expanse of bronze radiance, it looked soft 

and gentle, but the destructive force was terrifyingly great! 

The void began to break apart inch by inch, black holes continuously appearing, affecting the stability of 

this place. n𝑂𝓥𝓮-𝐋𝐁-1n 

At the same time, the ground surface shone, immortal dao formatons being stimulated, reviving, about 

to erupt with endless radiance. 

Chi chi chi! 

The little dog followed Shi Hao. It opened its mouth, spitting out, three small black banners flying out, all 

of them triangular flags. They landed, spreading under the wind, all of them immediately becoming as 

tall as the world, towering into the heavens. 

They were stopping the revival of formations, slowing it down. 

Peng! 

Earth and stone flew in all directions. Shi Hao’s sword core was already inserted into the ground, 

extremely explosive, tearing apart the surface the Immortal Palace was guarding. 

A spring appeared, precisely in the depths of this place. A silver dragon was moving about, not all that 

thick, to the extent where it could even be considered extremely small. The immortal dao energy it 

exuded was too strong. 

It was precisely that immortal spring eye, containing immortal dao essence, now already turned into a 

dragon form. 

Bark! 

The little dog immediately threw itself in, wishing to seize it. 



Only, multicolored light immediately shone in a dazzling manner, shooting out like needles one after 

another. In the eye of the spring’s surroundings, sword energy was released in endless streaks, symbols 

in hundreds of thousands to millions of streaks, covering everything. 

This was a great killing disaster! 

There was a powerful defensive formation here, moreover taking the initiative to counterattack. 

Ao... The small dog released a great roar. Ding dang noises continuously sounded on its body, sparks 

flying, its fur flowing with dark light. All types of sword energy interweaved, countless streaks of divine 

radiance hacked down on its body. 

If it was any other creature, they would have long been blasted to a bloody paste, body and spirit 

extinguished. 

However, this dog was extremely outstanding, previously an immortal dao existence. Now, even though 

its dao skills had degenerated, its flesh was still inconceivably powerful, enduring the endless murderous 

radiance. 

Shi Hao launched a surprise attack, raising the sword core, sweeping in all directions, wishing to destroy 

that defensive formation, completely destroy this place, dig up the eye of the spring. 

Dong! 

Rubble rushed into the sky, smoke and dust pervading the air. The formation symbols were like meteors 

in the heavens, incredibly concentrated. All of them were flickering about, releasing killing dao radiance. 

Bark! 

The little dog was hacked at until it screamed miserably, leaning from side to side unsteadily. A lot of the 

killing dao radiance landed on its body. 

Shi Hao was naturally affected as well. Even someone as powerful as him was harmed, his body was also 

bloody. This formation could kill supreme beings, but they still stuck it through. 

Peng! 

Rubble continued to rush in all directions. They joined hands in attacking, digging up this spring eye. 

That silver dragon was scared, wishing to escape. 

Peng! 

The little black dog was incomparably savage, immediately throwing itself over, enduring the intense 

pain. It landed on the silver dragon’s back, doing its best to bite and tear at it, restricting it in place. 

Kacha! 

Shi Hao exerted force, digging up a pool surrounded in immortal mist. It was less than a square foot in 

size, but it was incomparably divine, containing the world’s most fundamental essence. 

“Hurry and leave!” 

The little dog screamed, because it sensed a great calamity coming their way. 



The two achieved their goal, so they quickly rushed into the heavens. In the end, there was a bronze 

palace on the surface, currently rumbling downwards, wishing to seal the opening of the underground 

cave. 

At the same time, the immortal dao formation shone, incomparably resplendent, sealing heaven and 

earth. 

Apart from this, an elder with a head of white hair flying about and treacherous eyes appeared, cold 

lightning in his pupils, currently staring at them. His hands formed an imprint, directly suppressing 

downwards! 

Chapter 1839 - Heaven Shocking Danger 

Immortal Palace’s supreme being, this was an extremely ancient existence. It was unknown what race 

he was, but he was powerful beyond compare. When he was at his peak, he had the might to fight for 

the spot of number one under heaven. 

Of course, now, there was no way for him to reach the peak at all. His blood energy was dried up, dao 

skills declined. Even though he didn’t drop from the Supreme Being Realm, there was no way he could 

compare with his prime self. 

His silver hair scattered about, expression extremely cold, angered to a point where he couldn’t get any 

more angry. This was Immortal Palace, yet there was actually someone who acted so brazenly, charging 

in like this, stealing their immortal spring eye. 

“Evil beings, ought to be punished!” He only had these words. He formed an imprint, and then struck 

downwards. 

Peng! 

Shi Hao formed a fist imprint, directly facing his opponent head-on, the noise deafening, leaving the 

Immortal Palace supreme being above shocked. 

The ‘vermin’ wasn’t just a great formation master, he had also achieved the supreme being level? This 

made Immortal Palace’s expert shiver inwardly, his eyes becoming increasingly cold. 

At this point, he could roughly make out who the intruders were. Deep underground were a young man 

and a small beast, but he couldn’t see through their true appearances. 

It was because immortal energy pervaded the air below, the eye of the spring releasing a mysterious 

substance, stopping the effects of Heavenly Eyes. 

“Kill!” 

The Immortal Palace supreme being went all out. Behind him appeared a true immortal void image. He 

used his sect’s extreme precious technique -- Human Immortal Imprint. 

Dong! 



Shi Hao felt his entire body shake intensely. This was not only because the other party’s Human 

Immortal Imprint descended, but also because the Bronze Immortal Palace above also displayed its 

power, smashing down towards the underground cave. 

At the same time, the little dog shouted, “This is bad!” 

Its small dog claws grabbed the silver dragon, actually struggling with everything it had. A piece of the 

dragon body broke off, entering the depths of the underground, and then disappeared without a trace. 

“This...” The little dog was annoyed. 

At the same time, that small pool in Shi Hao’s hands began to shake intensely, but he still gripped it 

firmly in the end, not letting it escape. 

“That silver dragon is the essence produced by that eye of the spring, yet a segment of it escaped just 

like that!” The little dog beat its chest and stamped its feet in anger. However, there was nothing it 

could do about it. 

Up above, a great disaster descended. They could only run first. 

“Be careful!” Shi Hao warned. He saw that the silver dragon in the little dog’s hand was evaporating, 

burning, a bit more of it scattering, immediately making his expression change. n//0𝗏𝗲𝓛𝒃In 

“How could it be like this?!” The little dog became worried. 

Every bit of essence was invaluable. This type of loss wasn’t something it could endure. 

“Collect!” Shi Hao shouted, using the Immortal Spring in his palm to collect that silver dragon to prevent 

any more essence leaking out. 

However, despite this being the case, when the silver dragon entered the pool, there was still some 

essence that evaporated, entering the underground cave. 

“I previously heard that this immortal eye of the spring couldn’t be moved, I was still a bit skeptical. 

Now, I finally understand, when moving it, much of the essence will be lost!” Shi Hao sighed. 

“It is definitely because the way of nurturing the immortal spring eye isn’t suitable, or else moving it 

wouldn’t cause so much essence to leak out.” The little dog said. 

Honglong! 

Up above, not only were there attacks from Immortal Palace’s supreme being, there was also that 

bronze palace crushing down, sealing up the entrance. 

“Rise!” 

Shi Hao rose, doing everything he could to activate the Six Dao Reincarnations Heavenly Art, making 

those secret precious techniques activate together. A storm was produced, sweeping upwards. 

Apart from this, the Everlasting Sword Core in his hands also became brilliant, carrying immortal 

ascension radiance. One could vaguely make out a figure rush into the heavens. 

Dang! 



The sword core clashed with the bronze palace for the second time, the noise deafening. Bronze rust 

flew everywhere, continuously falling off. 

Six Dao Reincarnations Heavenly Art carried endless multicolored light, at the same time accompanied 

by six mysterious black holes. It tore through some of the formation patterns under the earth layer, 

starting to quickly rotate. 

Honglong! 

In the end, under Shi Hao and the little dog’s full force, they rushed out from the earth’s surface. 

At this time, Immortal Palace’s supreme being finally saw Shi Hao clearly, now completely stunned. He 

cried out, “How could it be you?” 

How could he not remember this youngster? In the past, there were just too many things that 

happened. Huang killed Immortal Palace’s inheritor, going against this inheritance, even more so got 

crippled by the ruined immortal thirty years ago, yet now... he actually appeared again! 

How was this possible? A creature who suffered from the Immortal Breaking Curse could actually still 

reappear, perfectly fine. Moreover, this youngster became a supreme being! This was inconceivable! 

He found this hard to believe. He understood just what kind of bleak ending there would be after being 

afflicted with that type of mysterious technique extremely well. Not even the past Kun Peng was able to 

survive. 

Chi! 

While seizing this moment of absent-mindedness, Shi Hao faced him head-on, directly charging out. 

“Younger generation, where do you think you are going?!” Immortal Palace’s supreme being completely 

snapped out of his daze, stopping Shi Hao’s escape. 

Regardless of who it was that came, they would face his berserk obstruction. The immortal spring eye 

couldn’t be lost, no matter what, they had to kill this enemy. 

Shi Hao clashed with Immortal Palace’s supreme being dozens to over a hundred times. He rushed to 

the edge of the currently reviving immortal formation. After arriving here, his mood became slightly 

more relaxed. 

This time, even though there were some twists and turns, generally speaking, they still made it out more 

scared than hurt, everything still going rather smoothly. 

At the edge of the formation, Shi Hao stopped. He looked at Immortal Palace’s supreme being, saying, 

“Old man, do you still remember me?” 

“Younger generation, I’ll recognize you even if you were burned to ashes!” Immortal Palace’s supreme 

being was furious. This brat was just too hateful, actually still daring to stop after getting what he 

wanted, turning his head around to mock him. 



Honglong! With a strike of his hand, the mountains collapsed and seas roared. Around him, there were 

large amounts of mountains and rivers that appeared, as if it was an entire world, wishing to trap Shi 

Hao. 

Shi Hao didn’t feel any fear. With a slash of the sword core, he hacked open the void, piercing through 

the small world created by this type of secret method. Then, he disappeared in an instant, standing 

outside the ancient land. 

At the Supreme Being Realm, his speed was fast to the extreme, exceeding other supreme beings. It was 

because he had the Kun Peng Technique and Immortal Phoenix Technique, both of these the 

inheritances of immortal birds, able to increase his speed. 

“It really is hard for me to understand. In the past, your lineage has always acted against me, taking 

vicious actions several times, the main victim is me. So why is it that you are fuming with rage when 

facing me?” Shi Hao stopped again, standing on a short mountain, waiting for him to arrive. 

“You trespassed into my sect’s restricted land, you ought to be punished!” Immortal Palace’s supreme 

being shouted, attacking again. 

Shi Hao faced him, fighting a great battle. However, not long after they exchanged attacks, he withdrew 

again. 

Immortal Palace’s supreme being chased after him the entire time, entering outer space, causing 

endless murderous radiance to erupt. 

“Alright, this place it is.” Shi Hao stopped. He turned around to look at Immortal Palace’s supreme being. 

“Now that we’re far from that formation, we can fight!” 

Dong! 

Right at this time, the void shattered. With a fierce shake, a bronze ancient palace flew over. It quickly 

shrank, becoming the size of a fist, landing in Immortal Palace supreme being’s hands. 

“Then it’s time for you to die!” Immortal Palace’s supreme being controlled an immortal artifact, his 

attitude firm. He saw Shi Hao as a piece of meat on a chopping block. 

“Alright, then let’s just settle this old debt!” Shi Hao’s voice was cold, also carrying heaven overflowing 

killing intent. 

Ever since he obtained that inheritance, Immortal Palace already became a mortal enemy! 

Previously, he obtained Supreme Hall’s inheritance. How did the supreme being of this sect die? It was 

precisely after he was unexpectedly wounded, he was surrounded and killed by this Immortal Palace 

supreme being and his allies. 

Secondly, he also obtained the Kun Peng’s inheritance. This was a glorious immortal bird, able to split 

the universe with a spread of its wings, divine might unmatched. However, during Immortal Ancient’s 

battle, its body was crippled, and then it suffered from Immortal Palace true immortal’s ambush, 

afflicted with the Immortal Breaking Curse, its end pitiful. 

Of course, Immortal Palace’s true immortal was also seriously wounded from that battle. 



“You cruel and unscrupulous things, like naked tailed dogs, meek and civil in public, but tyrants at home, 

never doing a single good thing. You all should have been killed a long time ago!” Shi Hao was full of 

killing intent. 

According to what the little dog said, the so-called ruined immortal in the Bronze Immortal Palace didn’t 

show itself at all, not fighting with the other side. The ones who truly participated had all died! 

Bark! The little dog barked, annoyed at Shi Hao using the term naked tail dogs. 

“Brat, you should speak less nonsense, winner takes all, the end justifies the means! The most important 

thing is that my Immortal Palace’s person is still alive, while you all are doomed to become the smoke 

and clouds of history!” Immortal Palace’s supreme being said, his voice extremely cold. He held a bronze 

palace in hand, sending it smashing downwards. 

If it was anyone else, they would immediately turn around to run, after all, they were facing an immortal 

artifact. 

However, Shi Hao had the Everlasting Sword Core. This magical artifact became stronger the more 

powerful the enemy he faced. In the past, it had even faced off against the other side’s world-shocking 

Immortal Smelting Pot, so it could naturally take on this immortal palace. 

In that instant, the two of them began to fight intensely, turning into two streaks of lightning in outer 

space, slaughtering their way into the depths of the starry rivers. 

“Old thing, today, I am definitely going to take your head!” 

“Utter shameless boasting. I don’t care how you achieved the dao, today, even if you are a dragon, you 

are going to be subdued by me, even if you are a tiger, you are going to bow down. I am going to 

suppress you!” Immortal Palace’s supreme being roared. 

He slaughtered his way over. They entered the very depths of the cosmos, crossing quite a few stellar 

rivers, the battle exceptionally intense. 

Pu! 

The palace struck against the sword core. Shi Hao was blasted until blood flowed out from the corners of 

his lips. 

Chi! 

Sword radiance flickered about. Immortal Palace’s supreme being’s shoulder was pierced through by a 

sword, bloody light rushing into the skies, an intimidating aura surging. 

“Old thing, your life is quite tenacious. It’s time for you to hand over your head!” Shi Hao roared, 

fighting with everything he had there. He wanted to hack off the head of this bitter enemy. 

“With just your measly cultivation period of a few decades of time, getting into this level through luck, 

you want to face me?!” Immortal Palace’s supreme being roared, his hair dishevelled, also going crazy. 

Chapter 1840 - Supreme Being Head Flies 



In the starry skies, a rarely seen great battle erupted. They fought their way into the depths of the 

cosmos, sweeping through the star domain, divine force surging, natural laws continuously released. 

A string of blood splashed out, scattering across the stellar domain. A large expanse of stars grew dim. 

This was an extremely great formation. At the very least, in this world, in this ancient cosmos, their 

power reached the peak of human dao. The numerous dao laws couldn’t restrain their might anymore, 

causing damage to the starry skies. 

If it was in the past, this type of person should have entered Immortal Domain a long time ago. Only the 

undying great earth there could endure power at an even higher level. 

“Just hand over your head!” Shi Hao roared out. Right now, his entire body was covered in blood, hair 

dishevelled, but he was becoming more and more heroic. 

Right at this moment, the Everlasting Sword Core in his hands seemed like it revived, developing its own 

life. Accompanied by an ascension rain of light, a humanoid figure appeared on the sword body, 

multicolored light shining! 

Dang! 

Heaven and earth rumbled with noise, the stars swaying. That bronze palace was activated, releasing 

dazzling brilliance. This was an immortal dao artifact, now that it was being controlled by a supreme 

being, the defensive power was astonishing, clashing with the sword core. 

If not for having this sword core in hand, Shi Hao definitely wouldn’t be able to stop that artifact. 

“In the past, Supreme Hall’s old thing was killed by a group led by me, the Kun Peng also afflicted with 

the Immortal Breaking Curse by my sect’s true immortal and others, forced to ultimately nurse a 

grievance. Even they died, what can you do?!” Immortal Palace supreme being’s white hair flew about 

chaotically, his eyes gloomy, roaring in the starry skies. 

What he spoke was the truth, speaking of the tragedy of the past, all of this just to infuriate Shi Hao. 

Hou! 

Shi Hao roared out, his body expanding, feet stepping on the endless star domain, stellar rivers swirling 

around him. In addition three heads and six arms appeared, his magical projection ferocious to the 

extreme. 

Immortal Palace’s elder miscalculated. He originally thought that he could anger Shi Hao, disturb his dao 

heart, but never expected that this instead only agitated the other party, making him display the Chaos 

Demonic Ape’s inheritance -- Eight Nine Heavens Mysterious Technique. 

This chaotic murderous technique became stronger the more furious one became, this was precisely the 

reason behind why whenever the world was in chaos, when wars raged endlessly, the Chaos Demonic 

Apes became more and more powerful. 

At the same time, Shi Hao also displayed other secret methods. Three heads six arms, different hands 

displayed different law imprints, one holding the sword core, displaying the Grass Symbol Sword Art, 



another forming the Lightning Emperor’s Imprint, another displaying the True Phoenix Precious 

Technique... 

Shi Hao erupted with power, fighting a great battle with him. 

Immortal Palace supreme being’s white hair was dyed in blood, crimson liquid continuously flowing out 

from the corners of his mouth, blasted by the boundless magical force until his body cracked apart, 

staggering side by side. 

He found it a bit hard to take in. This was a young and vigorous supreme being, currently at his peak, the 

type he was least willing to face. He was an old supreme being whose blood energy was already drying 

up, now lacking his past flourishing vigor. 

However, Shi Hao seized the immortal spring eye, so he had to get it back. Otherwise, the ruined 

immortal would definitely be furious! 

The only thing he could rely on was his own experiences and higher dao skills. After all, he used to be 

powerful, almost grasping the title of number one under the heavens, his divine bravery unmatched. 

In this great era, just how many supreme beings were there left in the Nine Heavens Ten Earths, how 

many were still alive? Of those who could enter this realm, not a single one of them were ordinary! 

It could be said that they were all the most dazzling stars of their respective eras, illuminating a world, 

shocking past and present, all of them playing leading roles for a period of time. 

Now, when a powerful veteran faced an up-and-coming youngster who had just entered this domain, it 

was naturally extremely intense. 

Immortal Palace’s old supreme being inwardly rejoiced that Huang had just entered this domain. Once 

Huang was given time to consolidate everything further, rising into the mid stage of the supreme being 

realm, then he would be dead for sure. 

He was inwardly horrified. They were both the leading figures of their respective generations, yet even 

though the other party had just entered supreme being initial stage, he could already fight with an old 

hand like him. 

Between heaven and earth, a tall figure appeared, appearing behind Shi Hao’s already towering magical 

body, concentrating. This was the vital energy of the Chaos Demonic Ape bloodline, now showing its 

true nature. 

All precious techniques condensed the heart blood of those who established them, this was a type of 

terrifying irregular scene. 

It was as if the Chaos Demonic Ape’s ancestor appeared, this place becoming more and more chaotic. 

“They all said that the human race evolved from one of the few great divine apes, it seems like this has 

some reasoning!” Immortal Domain’s supreme being was alarmed. 

Honglong! 



A giant hand smashed down. The terrifying sword core turned into immortal ascension light, hacking 

down on the bronze palace. 

Peng! 

The immortal artifact resisted, supreme being fists smashing over, releasing blinding symbol light. 

Immortal Palace’s supreme being was blasted until he coughed out a large mouthful of blood, backing 

up. 

The corners of Shi Hao’s lips were also dripping blood. However, because he was young, and because he 

grasped the True Phoenix Undying Technique, raging flames immediately covered his entire body, 

bathing in flames as he moved, his injuries quickly recovering. 

“I must take action, seize the last bit of Immortal Spring essence, end that ruined immortal’s prospects!” 

Shi Hao said quietly. 

“What?” When Immortal Palace’s supreme being heard this, his face immediately became pale. This 

youngster’s words left him feeling uneasy and alarmed. 

Was it that little dog? Immortal Palace’s supreme being immediately panicked. Could it be that the little 

dog slaughtered his way back to seize the remaining portion of the Immortal Spring essence? 

“You all dare?!” Immortal Palace’s supreme being roared in anger, now going all out. 

At the same time, he wanted to slaughter his back, because his mind was truly in disorder. 

A cold smile appeared at the corners of Shi Hao’s lips. He released a short shout, and then the world’s 

aura suddenly changed. He did everything he could, using the sword core in his hands to smash aside 

the bronze palace, now fighting under close quarters. 

With that bronze palace here, even though Immortal Palace’s elder was struck until he coughed out 

blood from time to time, it would still be difficult to end his life. That immortal dao magical artifact 

covered him from above, all methods unable to hack into his life foundation. 

He could be injured, but tremendous force was needed, to use brute force to make its way through, but 

he still couldn’t be killed! 

Right now, Shi Hao was seizing this chance where he was panicking to strike aside the bronze palace, 

getting close to fight Immortal Palace’s supreme being. 

Suddenly, all of the fine hair on Immortal Palace supreme being’s entire body stood on end. In that 

instant, his body went taut, feeling as if doomsday descended. He did his best to summon the bronze 

palace. 

However, he was a step late. He felt as if all of the magical force and other things he activated weakened 

without limit. When the symbols and other things landed on Huang’s body, they didn’t display any use. 

Magical Force Immunity! 

After many years, Shi Hao finally used this taboo killing method once more. After he became a supreme 

being, he found the best time, wishing to use this chance to kill a supreme being! 



Not long ago, Jin Taijun didn’t give Shi Hao the best chance. That old woman always ran, not willing to 

fight. 

How, he faced Immortal Palace’s supreme being, dealing the decisive blow. 

AHHH!!! 

Immortal Palace’s supreme being cried out, his voice moving the sky, groups of stars shaking intensely. 

While experiencing utter despair, he ignited his life essence, not hesitating to take down both of them. 

Even if he died, he wanted to drag Shi Hao down with him. 

When one reached this type of state, not even fearing death, the body’s treasury would naturally open. 

He actually broke free from that type of restriction, that type of state of death. 

Shi Hao’s so-called Magical Force Immunity’s effects were quickly fading. 

However, he already seized the chance, immediately activating sword energy, accompanied by a streak 

of scarlet multicolored light, the radiance of the Immortal Killing Guillotine. With a pu noise, Immortal 

Palace supreme being’s skull was removed, blood rushing high up into the air. 

That head wanted to escape, carrying a rain of light, entering the void. 

Chi! 

Then, a streak of scarlet multicolored light rushed out, hacking open this skull. 

“AHHH...” Immortal Palace’s supreme being screamed. His primordial spirit flew out, wrapped around by 

a lump of essence blood, rushing into the bronze palace. 

“Where do you think you’re going?!” Shi Hao roared out. He abandoned the corpse, rushing out with the 

sword core in hand, giving the bronze palace a strike, fiercely hacking down. 

Dang! 

Sparks flew in all directions! 

Inside the bronze palace, that primordial spirit screamed out. It began to crack apart under the 

tremendous force’s vibrations, that lump of essence blood starting to burn. 

Immortal energy pervaded the air. The bronze palace shook intensely, tearing apart the starry sky. It 

quickly left, fleeing towards its home. 

Shi Hao chased after it, not hesitating to activate his sword core, making it turn into a streak of flowing 

light as well. He hacked outwards, striking the bronze palace again. 

Pu! 

Inside the bronze palace, that lump of essence blood was used up, burned to ashes. That primordial 

spirit screamed out in alarm. In the end, with a peng noise, it exploded. 

It wasn’t that the bronze palace’s power wasn’t strong enough, but rather that this wave of force was 

too great. Moreover, that primordial spirit had already previously been damaged by sword energy, 

already in imminent danger, unable to hold on anymore. 



Now, it finally fully exploded. 

“You are finally headed for the afterlife!” Shi Hao’s eyes were deep like a starry sky, a bit cold and 

ruthless. Right now, there was blood even on his hair. 

 


